“This Generation” and “Generation to Come
“This Age” and “The Age to Come”

THE LAW GIVEN BY MOSES (John 1:17)

MOSAIC SYSTEM

God’s government on Jerusalem

605 BC Babylonian

THIS GENERATION
(Matt. 24:34)
OLD ISRAEL
Old Covenant

605-AD 70

THIS AGE

End of the age

Times of the Gentiles
(Luke 21:24)

AD 70
Roman

AD ??
Assyrian

Jewish sacrifices instituted

ITS DEATH

ITS BURIAL

ATTEMPTED RESURRECTION

Rapture

Coming of the Son of Man

GENERATION TO COME
(Psa. 78; 102
NEW ISRAEL
All Israel shall be saved
(Rom. 11:26)
New Covenant

Worship of the false Triad begins

MILLENNIUM

Eternal state — Day of God

AGE TO COME

Day of the Lord
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